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PART 1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The University acknowledges its obligations to comply with equality legislation. It is committed  
to supporting and promoting equality in research, and to transparency and fairness in decisions 
concerning the representation of the excellent work of all staff. In this REF 2021 Code of Practice, 
we set out our processes on: 

• The fair and transparent identification of staff with Significant Responsibility for Research 
(SRR). 

• Determining who is an Independent Researcher. 

• The selection of outputs. 
 

The
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or substantially improved insights; and the use of existing knowledge in experimental development 
to produce new or substantially improved materials, devices, products and processes, including 
design and construction. It 
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The EDC has a remit to eliminate discrimination, advance equal opportunities and foster good 
relations by tackling prejudice and promoting understanding, thereby ensuring the University 
avoids the potential for discrimination on grounds of the protected equality strands. 

The Committee’s remit goes beyond legislative compliance. It aims to support delivery of key 
elements of the University’s Strategic Plan through policy development and the promotion of 
examples of good practice from both internal and external sources. It also seeks to develop  
and maintain effective networking and liaison in equality and diversity issues. This applies 
internally within the University and externally, with a particular focus 
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An EIA of this Code of Practice is provided in Appendix 19. Additional individual EIAs on the 
development of underpinning processes are published on the EDC and REF 2021 staff intranet 
sites. 

Human Resources (HR) Strategy 

In support of our commitment to embedding transparent and fair practices in the recruitment and 
selection of our staff, all HR policies including those concerned with the recruitment and selection 
of staff are subject to robust EIA. 

In order to ensure fair treatment the University adopts a competency based approach to interviews; 
all those participating in appointment panels are offered training and HR support in order to enrich 
their understanding and ensure consistent application of the competency based approach. The 
competency based approach supports the objective assessment of competencies linked to the 
job description reducing the potential for bias in selection decisions. 

In addition to face-to-face training and HR support, the University launched in February 2015    
a range of e-learning modules, including specific training on unconscious bias. These modules 
have been made available to all staff. In April 2016, unconscious bias e-learning training was 
made mandatory for all staff participating in selection panels for staff recruitment and from 2018 
became a mandatory training requirement for all new staff. Most recently in March 2017 and in 
March 2018, unconscious bias training was extended to members of the EDC and University 
Court members. The University continues to offer equality and diversity training for all staff on an 
annual basis. 

We are committed to the principle of equal pay for work of equal value, free from bias and based 
on objective criteria. The University recognises that under the Equality Act 2010, both women and 
men have the right to equal pay for work of equal valueof
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Institutional activity to address the Ethnicity Profile of Staff 

Only 4.6% of University staff are BME which is below the Scottish HEI benchmark of 8.6%. We 
continue to ensure our recruitment and retention strategies are aligned to both BME and Non 
BME staff. 

Institutional activity to address the Gender Pay Gap 

The University’s Equal Pay Review for 2018 shows that we have an overall pay gap in favour   
of female staff of 0.27%. We continue to review our pay data on an annual basis and advance 
actions related to gender pay via our Athena SWAN action plan. 

Alignment with Institutional Research and KE Strategy 

The REF 2021 Code of Practice aims to support the University’s Research Strategy 2015-20 
which states our commitment to: 

• Improving the quality of life and building the evidence-base for policy and practice through 
world leading multidisciplinary, translational research and international collaboration. 

• Initiating and sharing research ideas that are demand led and focused on a broader 
perspective - 
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Action Identified post REF 2014 - Identify ways to promote clarity and celebrate diversity in 
QMU academic identities. 

Update at REF 2021 
• New Research and KE webpages launched in 2016. 
• Curation and celebration of QMU Inspiring Female Researcher Exhibition in 2015 – also 

on the University webpages. 
• EntreprenHER event with our Chancellor Prue Leith in 2019. 
• Dedicated support and funding for female researchers to attend events i.e. Soapbox 

Science and AcceleratHER. 
• Success in Athena SWAN with a rolling programme of applications. 
• Eight year retention of the HR Excellence in Research Award. 

Action Identified post REF 2014 - Improve and enhance opportunities for mentoring, 
sabbaticals and researcher development. 

Update at REF 2021 
• Researcher development budgets allocated to Schools and Research Centres. 
• Institutional membership of Vitae and subscription to the Vitae Researcher Development 

Framework (RDF) Planner. Workshops on using the RDF planner run four times a year 
and are used to encourage uptake by new staff, but also as a refresher for existing 
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Action Identified post REF 2014 
• Increase strategic dialogue between UoA Leads, Heads of Division and Deans to look at 

Performance Enhancement Review (PER), Workload Allocation Model, promotions and 
academic identities in research and learning and teaching. 

• Embed parity of esteem in research, KE and impact.
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Action Identified post REF 2014 - Establish mechanisms to fully capture the positive impact 
of our research on the economy, health, society, culture, and public discourse. 

Update at REF 2021 
• New Research Impact Strategy and investment plan launched and implemented from 

2016 onwards. 
• Dedicated initiatives have targeted specific groups i.e. women and early career 

researchers to support their wider translational and impact skills, including media and 
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of bias will be addressed. It is recognised, for example, that the most commonly used 
citation databases are not fairly representative of all our disciplines or output types (e.g. 
monographs), and that publishing practices vary by gender. 

Consistency 

• Appointment of a REF 2021 Equality and Inclusion (Code of Practice) Group, with 
nominated representatives from the Trade Unions and the institutional EDC, to ensure 
that the REF 2021 Code of Practice is uniformly implemented across the institution. 

• Promotion of an independent, institutional role for RKEDU to ensure
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• Promotional material and visual awareness campaigns around the campus including REF 
2021 ‘Pop-Ups’. 

• Appointment of an institutional REF 2021 Academic Lead to champion the REF
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Figure 2a Structures to support the REF 2021 Code of Practice (Full details in Appendix 4) 
 
 

!
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Figure 2b Summary Diagram of all REF 2021 Committees and Groups 
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PART 2 AND PART 3 IDENTIFYING STAFF WITH SIGNIFICANT RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR RESEARCH AND RESEARCH INDEPENDENCE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

 
Background 

The UK Higher Education Funding Bodies’ REF 2021 guidance states that criteria for identifying 
staff for submission to REF 2021 should be developed collaboratively with the academic staff 
body, and that evidence of institution-wide consultation on the criteria should be available in the 
institution’s REF 2021 Code of Practice. 
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Staff employed on ‘research  only’  contracts  must  be  Independent  Researchers  to  meet  
the definition of REF 2021 Category A Eligible. All staff on ‘research only’ contracts who are 
Independent Researchers will be returned as REF 2021 Category A Submittable. 

Research Assistants (sometimes also described as 
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Variations in approach to identifying staff with SRR and Research Independence 

The process for identifying staff with SRR and Research Independence will be standard across 
all UoAs. There will be no variation in employment practices by the UoA. 

Exceptions for new REF 2021 Eligible Staff 

It is recognised that staff who are new to the University may not yet meet the criteria as set out 
above and therefore for operational purposes, new staff who meet the definition of a REF 2021 
Category A Staff and are therefore REF 2021 Eligible, will be assessed to determine whether they 
hold SRR prior to the next stage of scheduled REF 2021 Staff Panel meetings. 

Where such cases exist the relevant Head of Division or Dean may apply an exception to the 
criteria and designate a staff member as having SRR or Research Independence without applying 
the minimum threshold. 

Process 

Within 30 working days of their start date all REF 2021 Eligible Staff will be given a PER to identify 
their SRR and Research Independence status and will be invited to a meeting with their relevant 
Research Centre Director to identify their Research Centre Membership. The Head of Division 
or Dean will be responsible for arranging this as part of the new staff members’ local induction. 
This process will also be followed where existing staff change contracts and the new contract 
results in the staff member becoming REF 2021 Eligible. 
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The following are NOT grounds for appeal: 

• Validity or standing of the University’s judgements concerning the selection of outputs 
based on quality. 

• University’s overall strategy for submission related to selection of UoAs and the quality 
criteria for submission. 

• Allocation of individual’s research outputs to a specific UoA. 

Communication to staff on the REF 2021 Appeals Process 

• Details of the REF 2021 Appeals Process will be included in letters sent to staff advising 
them of the outcome of the REF 2021 Staff Panel Meetings. HR will send these letters 
to staff at their home address. 

• The REF 2021 Appeals Process is available on the Staff intranet. 

• Messages will be sent out to all staff to make them aware of the REF 2021 Appeals 
Process. These will include the timetable of REF 2021 Appeals Panel meetings, and the 
deadlines for the submission of REF 2021 Appeal Forms. 

• Heads of Division who are the first point of contact for informal discussion, will make staff 
aware of the REF 2021 Appeals Process. 

• 
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• Make recommendations to the REF 2021 Strategy Group on the quality and final selection 
of 
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REF 2021 UoA Leads will invite REF 2021 Submittable Staff using Form 1 (Refer to Appendix 
10) to rate (using the quality definitions in Figure 5) all of their
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the final ratings by the REF 2021 Lead will be sent to RKEDU so that these are logged for audit 
purposes, and a copy sent to REF 2021 Submittable Staff for their own records.   

REF 2021 Submittable Staff are asked to advise their REF 2021 UoA Lead of any additional 
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• Potential implications of double weighting and required reserve on the overall available 
output pool. 

• Exceptionally, external peer review ratings. 

 
Where an output has more than one author who is REF 2021 Submittable in the REF 2021 
UoA, the output will be attributed based on the optimum outcome for the University as a 
whole. The following criteria will be applied: 

• Author contribution. 

• Actively addressing and responding to issues identified by EIAs in relation to output 
selection. 

• Additional outputs available to an author for submission to the REF 2021 UoA to optimise 
the benefit of the available pool of 
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Embargo periods 

Any embargo periods imposed by journal publishers must not exceed the following lengths: 

• 12 months for REF Main Panels A and B. 

• 24 months for REF Main Panels C and D. 

Outputs still under embargo can be selected for REF 2021 provided that the date of first publication 
is still within the REF 2021 reporting period. 

Version to use 

REF 2021 Submittable Staff should use the final draft author manuscript, as accepted for 
publication, including modifications based on referees’ suggestions, but before it has undergone 
copy-editing and proof correction. This is sometimes known as the post-print, accepted manuscript 
(AM), author accepted manuscript (AAM), author version, or personal copy. It is important to 
have the correct version of the file to upload and to check for copyright restrictions. It is often  
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Output Reduction (Cross refer with section on staff circumstances on page 42) 

It is accepted that those who work part-time or who have caring responsibilities, or periods of ill 
health, or family-related leave, or career breaks for personal reasons, or who are ECRs, during the 
assessment period might contribute fewer outputs than others. The impact of each circumstance 
on the ability of an individual to generate excellent outputs is unique. REF 2021 UoA Groups  
will select the best portfolio of outputs that best represents the excellent research from those 
available to make up the UoA output pool. 

Staff output/progression responsibilities will be adapted through their PER and workload planning. 
The University is committed to ensuring that those who declare staff circumstance, for whatever 
reason, are not only not disadvantaged but are supported in a way appropriate to their individual 
circumstances. 
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• Adopting the principles of the Leiden Manifesto. 

• 
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Figure 6 - Procedure for Output Eligibility for Category A REF 2021 Submittable Staff 
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Figure 7 - Procedure for the Selection and Attribution of Outputs for Category A REF 2021 
Submittable Staff 

 

 

REF 2021 Staff Circumstances 
 

Policies and Procedures 
 

The following procedure provides a safe and supportive structure for staff to declare equality 
related circumstances that may have affected (or have the potential to affect) their research 
productivity and particularly their ability to 
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5. Disability (including chronic conditions). 

6. Ill heath, injury or mental health conditions. 

7. Constraints relating to family leave that fall outside of the standard allowances. 

8. Caring responsibilities. 

9. Gender reassignment. 

10. COVID-19 (Applicable only where requests are being made for the removal of the minimum 
of one requirement) 

 

It is important to note that circumstances can apply where an individual has not been absent from 
work however the circumstances have still had an impact on their ability to produce research 
outputs. 

Part time working (reduced FTE) is taken into account in the calculation of the required outputs 
so is not listed above as an applicable circumstance however can be considered in certain 
circumstances, for example where the FTE of a staff
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Figure 9 Process for staff to disclose their circumstances 
 

 

It is recognised that staff circumstances may change between the closing date for circumstances 
to be submitted on 30 June 2019 and the census date of 31 July 2020.  Where it is the case that 
staff circumstances change after the process has concluded, staff may submit an updated 
Supporting Staff
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APPENDIX 2 - REF 2021 Definitions 
Term Definition 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 3 - Extract from the REF 2021 (2019) Guidance on Submissions - Glossary of Outputs 
 

As outlined in 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

C – Chapter 
in book 

PDF upload of chapter and 
page(s) of the book that bear 
the title, publisher, editor and 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Journal articles 

D – Journal 
article





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

P – Devices PDF upload of Photographic/ visual record 



 

 

 
 
 
 

I – Performance PDF upload of 
photographic/ visual 
record of output, or 
details of how it can be 
freely accessed (e.g. 
URL, DOI) and evidence 
of year of dissemination 

Representation of the 
output (e.g. recording 
or photographic/ visual 
record) and evidence of 
year of dissemination 
(paper and/or DVD/CD/ 
USB) 

A live or recorded performance (by, 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Digital artefacts 

G – Software 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Q – Digital or 
visual media 

Details of how it can be 
freely accessed (e.g. 
URL, DOI) and evidence 
of year of dissemination 

Either a copy of the 
published DVD, CD or 
other visual output; or 
for outputs that were 
broadcast, a digital or 
other visual copy of the 
content and evidence of 
year of dissemination 

Research outputs presented in digitised and/or audio-visual format. This may take the form 
of moving image, sonic, visual or other digital media or written text, or a combination of 
these, as appropriate, to enable the panel to access the research dimensions and/or the 
researcher’s contribution to the output and 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Other 

V – 
Translation 

PDF upload of output or 
description of the output, 
or details of how it 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

Staff, Committees and Training to support REF 2021 decision making processes 

Diagram A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Communication reporting 
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1. REF 2021 Strategy Group 
 

Membership 
 

Appointed by the Principal 

Deputy Principal, (Convener) 
University REF 2021 Academic Lead 
Member of the University Court 

Appointed by the Deputy Principal 

Deans of School 

Dean, Health Sciences 
Dean, Arts, Social Sciences and Management 

REF 2021 Unit of Assessment (UoA) Leads 

UoA 3 Lead - Allied Health Professions, Dentistry, Nursing and Pharmacy 
UoA 26 Lead -
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2. REF 2021 Equality and Inclusion (Code of Practice) Group 
Membership 

University REF 2021 Academic Lead (Convener) 
Dean of School of Health Sciences* 
Dean of School of Arts, Social Sciences, and Management* 
Acting Head of HR and member of the Equality and Diversity Committee* 
Head of Research and Knowledge Exchange Development Unit (RKEDU) and member of the 
Equality and Diversity Committee. (Secretary)* 
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4. REF 2021 Staff Circumstances Panel 
Membership 

Deans 
Head of HR (Chair)* 
Senior HR Partner (Secretary) 
University REF 2021 Academic Lead 

*Member of the Equality and Diversity Committee 
 

1. Terms of Reference 

• Develop and implement procedures for taking into account staff whose circumstances have 
affected their ability to research productively throughout the period in relation to the UoA’s 
total output requirement. 

• Develop and implement procedures for taking into account the effect and range of 
circumstances that have had an exceptional effect on the 
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4. Record Keeping Procedure 
All Minutes from meetings will be treated as confidential and logged centrally, using standard 
institutional forms, with RKEDU. The REF 2021 Project Officer, based in RKEDU will act as 
Minute Secretary to the Group. The Head of RKEDU will be the Secretary to the Group. 

5. Fit within wider Institutional Management Structure 
The work of the Group will feed formally into the University Committee Structure as outlined in 
Diagram A. 

 
6. Details of Training Provided 
All Group members will participate in the University’s REF 2021 Equality and Diversity Training 
Programme. 

6.1. Timescale 
The work of the Panel will commence from 1 October 2018 to 31 December 2020. 

 
6.2. Content Tailored to REF 2021 
Equality and Diversity training will be contextualised for REF 2021 purposes. 

 
7. Advisory or Decision Making Role 
The Panel will have an Advisory and Decision Making role. 
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7. REF 2021 Unit of Assessment (UoA) Lead 
 

1. Terms of Reference 
Working within the parameters of the REF 2021 Code of Practice in relation to UoA level 
submission strategy, selection of outputs, environment and impact: 
• Receive a list of REF 2021 Submittable staff from the relevant REF 2021 Staff Panel. 
• Provide leadership and vision, ensuring that each UoA makes the strongest REF 2021 sub- 

mission possible. 
• Take ownership and responsibility, individually and jointly with leads from other UoAs, for a 

specific UoA and its related UoAs. 
• Optimise the UoA submission and that of related UoAs by working to mitigate weaknesses 

and to highlight strengths across all aspects of the submission. 
• Ensure that outputs undergo rigorous review, internally and, in selected cases, externally, in 

order to assess quality prior to inclusion for REF 2021. 
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5. Details of Training Provided 
REF 2021 Leads will participate in the University’s REF 2021 Equality and Diversity Training 
Programme. 

5.1. Timescale 
The work of the REF 2021 UoA Lead will commence from 1 October 2018 to 31 December 
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8. University REF 2021 Academic Lead 

1. Terms of Reference 
• Provide strategic direction in the development of our submission to REF 2021. 

• Support and represent the UoA Leads in the development of REF 2021 Strategy across 
outputs, impact and environment. 

• Act as the Convenor of the REF 2021 Equality and Inclusion (Code of Practice) Group. 

• Deputise for the Deputy Principal and represent the University at events and forums in rela- 
tion to REF 2021. 

• 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 5 - REF 2021 EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY TRAINING PLAN 
 

Group Name Responsible 
For 

Training Requirements Level of 
Under- 
standing 

Mode of 
Delivery 

Timing 

Executive 
Board 

Approval of 
final submission 
to REF, advise 
on issues 
relating to HR 
and finance 

• Legal context of REF 
• Equalities Act and overview of protected characteristics 
• Dealing with staff circumstances 
• Equality Impact Assessment Overview 
• Significant responsibility for research and Independence 

Overview E-learning 
(required) 
Face to face 
(optional) 

Face to Face Nov & 
Dec 2018 

 
E-learning Summer 
2019 

  • Unconscious Bias    

REF 2021 
Strategy Group 

Implementation 
of the Code of 
Practice 

• Legal context of REF 
• Equalities Act and overview of protected characteristics 
• Dealing with Staff Circumstances 
• Equality Impact Assessment 

Overview E-learning 
(required) 
Face to face 
(optional) 

Face to Face Nov & 
Dec 2018 

 
E-learning Summer 
2019 

  • E&D in research environment and impact    
  • Significant responsibility for research and 
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1. Introduction 
 

This
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mailto:rkedu@qmu.ac.uk
http://www.ref.ac.uk/media/ref%2C2021/downloads/REF%202017_04%20Decisions%2023.11.2017.pdf
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2017/CL%2C332017/
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2017/CL%2C332017/
http://www.ref.ac.uk/media/ref%2C2021/downloads/REF%202017_04%20Decisions%2023.11.2017.pdf
http://intranet.qmu.ac.uk/sites/REF2021/Academic%20Contracts%20and%20Career%20Pathway%20Working%20Grou/Forms/A






http://www.ref.ac.uk/guidance/
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APPENDIX 8 - Research Fellowships 
 

1. Table 1 provides a list of competitive research fellowships, presented in alphabetical order 
by funder, that have been confirmed by the funder to require research independence. This 
list is intended to guide institutions when developing their criteria to identify independent 
researchers. It should not be taken to be exhaustive and the funding bodies recognise 
that many relevant fellowship schemes are not captured, including resea
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EPSRC EPSRC Postdoctoral Fellowship*1 
  

ESRC ESRC Future Cities Catapult Fellowship 
ESRC ESRC Future Leaders Grant 
ESRC ESRC/Turing Fellowships 
ESRC/URKI Early Career Researcher Innovation Fellowships 

  

European Research Council ERC Advanced Grants 
European Research Council ERC Consolidator Grants 
European Research Council ERC Starting Grants 

  

Health Education England Integrated Clinical Academic Programme Clinical 
Lectureship* 

Health Education England Integrated Clinical Academic Programme Senior 
Clinical Lectureship 

  

Leverhulme Trust 
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UKRI UKRI Future Leaders Fellowships 

UKRI UKRI Innovation Fellowships 
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APPENDIX 9 - Institutional Statement on the Use of Metrics in Research Assessment 
 

1. Introduction 

QMU will apply fair and transparent mechanisms in research assessment and the principles in
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The Leiden Manifesto brings together accepted but disparate principles of good practice in 
research evaluation. The manifesto represents the “distillation of best practice in metrics-based 
research assessment so that researchers can hold evaluators to
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• Many citation tools and quantitative indicators are inherently skewed to English language 
outputs. QMU values the international dimension of much of its research and encourages 
publication in the appropriate language for the research user. 

• Recognise areas of potential bias and aim to address them: such a consideration applies 
to the most widely used citation databases and their alignment with QMU disciplines and 
output types and gender bias in citation practices. 

5.3. Processes should be open and transparent 

• Openly declare when quantitative indicators are used and promote researcher awareness, 
understanding and scrutiny of assessment methodologies, ensuring that processes are 
transparent and documented. 

• Aim for a balance between simplicity and accuracy in the use of quantitative indicators. 

• Ensure research assessment expectations are transparent, fair and consistent by setting 
expectations in advance through the QMU PER process. 

• Encourage researchers to understand and challenge the indicators used in relation to their 
outputs. 

• Roll out new processes in 2020/21 to ensure that all researchers are registered for an OR- 
CID ID to ensure consistent, reliable attribution of work. 

5.4. Misplaced concreteness and false precision should be avoided 

• Use metrics only where their strengths, weaknesses and limitations are understood and 
where placing undue significance on quantitative differences could be avoided. 

• Include caveats responsibly in research assessment data and reports. 

• Undertake regular reassessment of any indicators used. 
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6.2.

mailto:RKEDU@qmu.ac.uk
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• Outputs (Minimum of 1 – Maximum 5 for REF 2021) If additional outputs are available that you would like to put forward for quality review, these 
can be added at the end of this Form. 

• REF 2021 Panel Specific Guidance will be issued to support the completion of this Form. 

• Self-Evaluation – Please assign a quality rating from 1* to 4* ( 2* is the minimum quality rati



 

 

 
 
 
 

Output URI from eResearch Report  

Author Self Evaluation Quality Rating – Please tick 
appropriate box. 

4* 3* 2* 1* Unclassified 

Output identified for double weighting and reserve. Please 
provide rationale (100 words max) 

 

Information about the research process and/or content where 
this is not evident from the output itself. (300 words max). 

 

Does the output include significant material published prior to 1 
January 2014? Statement on how far the work was revised to 
incorporate new material. (100 words max) 

 

 

Output 2 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Output 3 Pending Publication (must be in the public domain by 31 

December 2020 evidence i.e. Letter from the Publisher or equivalent 

will be required) 

Open Access Compliant – Yes 
or No 

Yes  Yes  



 

 

 
 
 
 

Output identified for double weighting and reserve. Please provide 
rationale (100 words max) 

 

Information about the research process and/or content where 
this is not evident from the output itself. (300 words max). 

 

Does the output include significant material published prior to 1 
January 2014? Statement on how far the work was revised to 
incorporate new material. (100 words max) 

 

 

Output 5 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 11 - FORM 2 - REF 2021 Output Quality Rating – UoA Lead - Evaluation of Outputs 
 

UoA  

UoA Lead 
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APPENDIX 14 
 
 
 

Policy for 

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/


mailto:openaccess@hefce.ac.uk
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2014/201407/)
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http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2014/201407/
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2014/201407/
mailto:openaccess@hefce.ac.uk
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2013/201316/
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2014/201407/)
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2015/CL%2C202015/))
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2016/CL%2C322016/)
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Access requirements 

27. The output must be presented in a form that allows anyone with internet access to 
search electronically within the text, read it and download it without charge, while 
respecting any constraints on timing (as detailed in paragraphs 29 to 35) 7. While we do 
not request that outputs are made available under any particular licence, we advise that 
outputs licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Non-Derivative 
(CC BY-NC-ND) licence would meet this requirement. 

28. Once accessible, the output should remain so. 

29. The required timing of compliance with the access requirements depends on 
whether an embargo is specified. Two routes are given below. 

Route 1: For outputs deposited with no embargo 
30. The output must meet the access requirements as soon as possible and no later 
than one month after deposit. 

Route 2: For outputs deposited under embargo 
31. The output must meet the access requirements as soon as possible and no later 
than one month after the end of the embargo period. The embargo period typically begins 
at the point of first publication (including online publication). 

32. Embargo periods should not exceed the following maxima: 

!
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Technical exceptions 

40. The following exceptions deal with cases where an output is unable to meet the 
criteria due to a technical issue. In the following cases, the output will not be required to 
meet the open access criteria. We would strongly urge HEIs to ensure the criteria are 
met retroactively, as soon as possible and no later than the REF 2021 submission point. 

a. At the point of acceptance, the individual whose output is being submitted to 
the REF was at a different UK HEI which failed to comply with the criteria. 

b. The repository experienced a short-term or transient technical failure that 
prevented compliance with the criteria (this should not apply 

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/rsrch/oa/Policy/


http://www.hefce.ac.uk/rsrch/oa/faqs
mailto:openaccess@hefce.ac.uk


http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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Annex A: Text-mining 
1. Text-mining refers to a range of activities to interact with and analyse electronic 
documents using software. A commonly understood form of text-mining is the bulk 
electronic analysis of a large number of documents. Often, this means moving beyond 
simple search queries and into text analytics, semantic searches, pattern learning, 
opinion mining, concept extraction, and other types of electronic usage. 

2. Text-mining is a rapidly evolving practice. It is not yet possible to predict its full 

http://www.jisc.ac.uk/reports/value-and-benefits-of-text-mining
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/reports/value-and-benefits-of-text-mining
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/changes-to-copyright-law
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APPENDIX 15 - FORM 5 - REF 2021 Appeals Form 
 

Please ensure that prior to entering into the REF 2021 Appeals process that you contact 
your Head of Division for an informal discussion. 

Please also ensure that you have read the information on the REF 2021 intranet site about the 
Appeals process and dates of REF 2021 Appeals Panel meetings. 

Notes to help you complete the form 

1. Complete your name (A) and Division (B). 
 

2. Identify the Unit of Assessment (UoA) with which you think your work best fits (C). Units of 
assessment details are given on the REF 2021 Intranet site. 

 
3. Identify the Grounds for Appeal (D) details of which are also to be found on the REF 2021 

Intranet site. 
 

4. Make your case for the appeal (E) (500 word maximum). If you have additional evidence to 
support your claim, this should be sent along with your form by the deadline for submission. 

 
5. The Appeals Form should be submitted to REF2021Appeals@qmu.ac.uk 3 weeks prior to 

the Appeals Panel meeting. No late appeals will be considered. 
 

Outcome 

You will be informed in writing of the outcome no later than 3 weeks after the meeting date. 

mailto:REF2021Appeals@qmu.ac.uk
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REF 2021 Appeals Form 
 

A. Name  

B. Division  

C. Unit of Assessment  

D. Grounds for Appeal  

E. Case for Appeal (500 words maximum) 
Please state why you wish to appeal and provide any evidence to support your claim. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed (applicant): 
F. Recommendation of Appeal Panel 

G. Reasons for Decision 

Signed (Chair)  



mailto:REF2021circumstances@qmu.ac.uk
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If you have any concerns about your information being used for these purposes, please contact: 
 
 

Data Protection Officer 

UK Research and Innovation 

Polaris House 

Swindon, SN2 1FL 
 
 
 

Email: dataprotection@ukri.org 
 

QMU’s Worker Privacy Notice can be viewed at the following link 

mailto:dataprotection@ukri.org
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Data Collection Statement for the REF2021 – Non-Staff 
 

About the REF 
The purpose of the Research Excellence Framework 2021 (REF2021) is to assess the quality of 
UK research and to inform the selective distribution of public funds for research by the four UK 
higher education funding bodies. The REF outcomes are used to calculate about £2 billion per 

http://www/
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UKRI and the organisations listed above will use the information to analyse and monitor the 
REF2021. This may result in information being released to other users including academic 
researchers or consultants (commissioned by the funding bodies), to carry out research or 
analysis, in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679). Where information not previously published is 
released to third parties, this will be anonymised where practicable. 

UKRI will require that anyone who has access to your data, held in UKRI’s records, paper or 
electronic, will respect its confidentiality and will only process it in accordance with instructions 
issued for the purposes specified by UKRI. 

 
Parts of your data will be passed to the REF expert panels and the Equality and Diversity Advisory 
Panel (whose members are independent of UKRI) for the purpose of conducting a systematic 
evaluation of submissions, in accordance with predetermined criteria and methods. All panel 
members are bound by confidentiality arrangements. 

 
Publishing information about your part in our submission 

 
The results of the assessment exercise will be published by UKRI, on behalf of the four UK higher 
education funding bodies, in December 2021. 

 
Those parts of submissions that contain factual data and textual information about research 
activity will also be published by UKRI, on behalf of the four UK higher education funding bodies, 
and will be made available online. Published information is likely to include textual information 
including impact case studies in which you may be referenced. Your name and job title may 
be included in this textual information. Other personal details will normally be removed. 

Accessing your personal data 
 

Under the Data Protection Act 2018 and the GDPR, you have the right to see and receive a copy 
of any personal information that UKRI holds about you. Further information about the Act and 
GRPR, and guidance on making a subject access request, can be found on the RE web-site at 
https://re.ukri.org/about-us/policies-standards/foi-data-protection/ 

 
If you have any concerns about your information being used for these purposes, please contact: 

 
 

Data Protection Officer 

UK Research and Innovation 

Polaris House 

Swindon, SN2 1FL 
 
 

Email: dataprotection@ukri.org 

mailto:dataprotection@ukri.org
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APPENDIX 18 - Reductions for staff circumstances – Extract from REF 2021 (2019) 
Guidance on Submissions 

1. Given the reduced output requirement for 2021, the tariffs for the defined reductions differ 
from those set in REF 2014. This is to ensure that a broadly equivalent reduction is given 
in the context of the submitted output pool, and to ensure that panels receive a sufficient 
selection of research outputs from each submitted unit upon which to base judgements 
about the quality of that unit’s outputs. 

Early career researchers 

2. ECRs are defined in the ‘Guidance on submissions’ (paragraph 148). Table L1 sets out the 
permitted reduction in outputs without penalty in the assessment that HEIs may request 
for ECRs who meet this definition. 

 
Table L1: Early career researchers: Permitted reduction in outputs 

 
Date at which the individual first met
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4. The allowances in Table L2 are based on the length of the individual’s absence or time 
away from working in HE. They are defined in terms of total months absent from work. 

 
5. As part-time working is taken account of within the calculation for the overall number 
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Combining circumstances 
10. Where individuals have had a combination of circumstances that have a defined 

reduction in outputs, these may be accumulated up to a maximum reduction of 1.5 
outputs. For each circumstance, the relevant reduction should be applied and added 
together to calculate the total maximum reduction. 

11. Where Table L1 is combined with Table L2, the period of time since 1 January 2014 up 
until the individual met the definition of an ECR should be calculated in months, and 
Table L2 should be applied. 

12. When combining circumstances, only one circumstance should be taken into account 



!!



 

 

 
 
 
 

What is the aim or purpose of the 
policy? 

The “policy” is the Code of Practice for REF2021. The Code of Practice is a requirement of any higher education 
institution making a submission to REF2021.  As  such, QMU ‘is  required to  develop, document and  apply a  code 
of practice on the fair and transparent identification of staff with significant responsibility for research (where a 
higher education institute (HEI) is not submitting 100 per cent of Category A eligible staff); determining who is an 
independent researcher; and the selection of outputs, including approaches to supporting staff with circumstances’ 
(REF-2021 Guidance on codes of practice, 2019_03). 

The aim of the



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Who is intended to benefit from 
the policy and in what way? 

All academic staff at the university who engage in one way or another with research. While the policy covered by this EIA 
primarily affects those QMU academic staff who might contribute to the REF return in a range of ways, the policy has not 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Does the policy provide 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

General Note   X As outlined above, the Code









 

 

 
 
 
 

RELIGION, 
BELIEF 

  x 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CARERS   x Caring responsibilities can negatively impact on ability to fulfil contractual hours and have other impacts on ability to 
undertake research. 

 
In line with the general comments, the opportunity to declare the negative effect of this characteristic on research 
productivity will be promoted, without undue pressure being placed on staff to make such a declaration, in relation to 
paragraphs 160c and 160e. The self-declaration routes encoded in the CoP aim to protect this group by potentially 
reducing the number of outputs required by the UoA, and decoupling staff from outputs acts by requiring only one output 
as a minimum contribution. 

Additional Notes 
 
See: 
The ‘Equality briefing for REF panels’ which is available at www.ref.ac.uk, under the Publications tab. 
REF 2019_01 Guidance on Submissions: paragraphs 44 to 48 for 

http://www.ref.ac.uk/
http://www.ref.ac.uk/
http://www.ref.ac.uk/




 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Can this adverse impact be 
justified, for example: on the 
grounds of promoting equality 
of opportunity for one protected 
groups or any other reason? 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Signature 
(can be electronic) 

Professor James M Scobbie  
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